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ESPRIT home 13 – Reveal your Personality
With ESPRIT through the year 2018: We accompany a romantic botanist, a nostalgic
folklorist, a luxurious eccentric and a true minimalist on her journey through the four seasons.
Here we discover the fine details of the enchanting new wall outfits: highquality materials,
fresh colours and sophisticated textures – a collection with its own character and always with
a touch of esprit.

The collection themes

Romantic Botanics – Spring is in the air
The home of the romantic botanist is like an old English cottage. Romantic Botanics brings
spring to life with fresh, soft, sunrise-like colours and hand-drawn fl ower patterns that give
the interior a light, natural feel. Impeccable white and accents in Breeze and Salmon
characterize the colour palette..

Nostalgic Folklore – Summer is calling
The nostalgic folklorist loves nature. On a warm day, you can fi nd her on a meadow or at
home, surrounded by fl owing fabrics with fl oral ornaments. Combined with geometric
patterns and stripes, it creates a very personal mix. Finally, it is summer and
everything is allowed. With the temperatures, the intensity of the color palette also increases:
deep blue navy and bright mandarin complement the spring colors. Tropical turquoise and
strong pink add radiant accents.

Eccentric Luxury – Autumn brings opulence
As soon as the first leaves fall, the luxurious eccentric sits in the middle of her soft velvet
sofas, fine wood furniture and brocade cushions. Opulent baroque acanthus decors in
rich exquisite bordeaux, petrol and stone tones form the framework for her stylish, glamorous
home. The expressive gold and silver shimmer of the noble wall clothes reflects
the reflection of the fireplace fire and creates a moody, festive atmosphere.
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Minimalistic Authenticity – Winter sparkles brightly
A visit to a true minimalist impresses with the simple authenticity of her interior: clear forms,
subtle colours and a few, carefully selected decorative pieces characterize her relaxed living
style. Wall outfits with finely drawn textures, reminiscent of snowy winter forests, provide
the perfect underpainting. Filigree graphic designs in snow, stone, salmon, ice blue and coal
glitter like ice crystals in the sun.

Wallpaper Eco – Nature with funky touch
Optimistic, environmentally friendly and with a certain extra - this is how the current ECO wall
outfits, which should not be missing at ESPRIT, present themselves. With shimmering
graphic metallic patterns in delicate Breeze, Salmon and Lime they fit beautifully into
friendly interiors with lots of light wood and give it a funky touch.
Collection: ESPRIT home 13
Brand: livingwalls
Material: non-woven material, paper
Period: 2020
Content: 63 wallpaper
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